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Introduction

More than 5.5 million Ghanaians live in slums. The majority of these people live in the Greater Accra Region. Contrary to popular portrayals of these communities as criminal havens and cut off from the state, slums are important spaces for citizens to interact and engage with the government. Based on one year of fieldwork, this study reveals considerable differences in the levels of political accountability and governance in Ghanaian slums. This research study asks: Why are some communities able to attract and manage state resources to build toilets, construct sewers, pave roads, collect garbage, and provide security while others are unable to attract and manage these same services? In this paper, I suggest three factors that help shape the development of slum communities:

1. Historical conditions and informal institutions
2. State-society linkages, and
3. Political accountability mechanisms

I compare and contrast political dynamics in Old Fadama, Ga Mashie and Ashaiman—all slum areas in Greater Accra Region.

A Tale of Two Slums

In February, a drunk driver drove his supply truck into an electricity pole in the Tulako neighborhood of Ashaiman. Because of the dangerous live wire that was now exposed, the Zonal Council chairman notified the Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG) to cut the power so that children would not be harmed. The neighborhood therefore went without power. The Assemblyman quickly rushed to the scene to “calm tempers.” A group of inhabitants joined the scene and started arguing. Some of them were close to beating up the driver. They debated whether to send the driver to the police station. Some argued that if he were arrested, he also would not be able to pay for the fixing of the pole. They also believed that the owner of the truck—the man the driver was working for—was a known “big man” in town and residents believed that he had influence over the police.

Everybody agreed that if they filed a formal complaint with ECG the process would take too long. The young men made uncoordinated phone calls to their “friends” at ECG—they tried to save the day. In the end, the owner of the vehicle negotiated and paid most of the costs; community members contributed a small amount. The Assemblyman went to the ECG and demanded they fix the pole as soon as possible. The ECG then upgraded the pole to “high density.” The community had electricity that day.

Now consider the alternative scenario. In October, 2011, Accra experienced its annual floods where fourteen people...
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While these two scenarios are largely descriptive in nature, they expose underlying political arrangements that help explain how “politics works” in these two communities. First, decision-making occurs in the informal realm, outside of formally sanctioned channels. Second, the relationship between leaders and their followers at the community level is crucial for the development of neighborhoods. Pressure for change comes from the grassroots. But the accountability mechanisms are also informal in nature, suggesting the need to examine informal institutions in addition to conventional studies of elections and voting. Third, there is considerable variation between slum communities. Yet scholars and Ghanaians tend to lump these communities together—my focus group discussions reveal the ways that Accra residents are misinformed about other communities. Finally, communities have different histories, greatly shaping the state-community relations that have developed over time. These differences present varying institutional challenges for each community today.

### Historical Conditions and Informal Institutions

Ga Mashie, Old Fadama, and Ashaiman—and all slum communities—have different histories that affect their political dynamics today. One way to examine the impact of history on contemporary politics is to examine the informal institutions that constrain and enable peoples’ behavior over time. Informal institutions are “socially shared rules, usually unwritten, that are created, communicated, and enforced outside of officially sanctioned channels.”

#### Ga Mashie

Ga Mashie, which has been at the center of Ga politics since pre-colonial times, is made up of seven quarters, or akutsei: Asere, Abola, Gbese, Otublohum, Alata, Sempe, and Akamaji. In many ways, the institution of family structures politics in Ga Mashie. Political party candidates are often chosen depending on family lines. Residents argue about the lineages of various candidates. Chieftaincy disputes are politicized; politicians publicly acknowledge their support to certain interested parties, contributing to divisions in the community. For example, historian S.S. Quaccoopome documents the way in which a group of people led by some divisional chiefs politicized the proposed Municipal Corporations Ordinance of 1924; they made the ordinance unpopular and then tied its association to the sitting Ga Mantse in order to undermine his popular legitimacy. Disputes over the Gbese Chieftaincy and Ga Mantse continue to divide the community.

Today, development is greatly politicized. Plans to redevelop Bukom Park and Salaga Market have been met with significant resistance because of lack of communication between planners and the community. Residents fear that they will not benefit from proposed changes. Political parties join the fray and instigate fear in the population. Many residents are afraid that they will lose their “homeland” to outsiders. This “indigenous narrative” is especially useful in mobilizing political support and was evident during the biometric voter registration in early 2012.

#### Ashaiman

Ashaiman is one of the oldest squatter settlements in Greater Accra. In 1960 it had only 624 people; it is now a municipality with over 200,000 people and dozens of neighborhoods. The growth of Ashaiman coincided with the growth of Tema; port workers who could not afford living in Tema settled in Ashaiman. Residents would construct makeshift houses with containers from the port. The town grew and became a bustling commercial center.
Local chiefs and opinion leaders held authority in the neighborhoods. Hometown associations, friend clubs, youth groups and mutual aid societies formed. Residents built schools, churches and mosques. Rapid urbanization outpaced the speed of development and public service provision. Most developments were undertaken by the community themselves. In the 1980s, the community came together to demand more services from the Tema Metropolitan Assembly, of which it was a part. The struggle for more autonomy from Tema lasted until 2007.

In 1989, Ashaiman was used as a pilot for the government’s newly-implemented decentralization plan. Local leaders who had already established authority and legitimacy stepped into formal positions of power. They served as Assemblymen in their respective communities. Local participation in politics was further bolstered with the support of Nimba Community Support Services and IBIS, two NGOs. In 2003, they established the Ashaiman Governance Forum. This forum brought together residents, leaders and the Assembly to discuss development and community issues. The forums were very vibrant and were used as a mechanism to hold leaders accountable. Leaders would be forced to explain their positions and their actions. After each forum, a Task Force would follow up on the most important issues which arose from the forum. It was from these forums—with support from other organized groups—that a movement emerged demanding municipality status for Ashaiman. After a long and protracted struggle, Ashaiman was granted municipality status in 2007. Ashaiman is now undergoing the process of democratic learning where leaders and residents actively take part in the decision-making process by borrowing strategies from politicians and administrators in other parts of the country.

While Ashaiman fought and won political representation, Old Fadama remains unrecognized by the Accra Metropolitan Assembly. The AMA mid-term development plan states, “measures are currently being made to remove the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, a squatter settlement near the project area.” It is unclear what measures are in place for the 79,000 residents that live in the community. Nonetheless, the community organized itself: tribal elders and chiefs have been selected as authority figures and local strongmen control land and territory. PD has assisted with formally registering the Old Fadama Development Association (OFADA). But this has also led to the perception that PD controls OFADA and treats it as a “puppet.” Personal rivalries and community divisions persist. Community members fight over the limited opportunities and goods that PD and other NGOs like Amnesty International provide: small jobs, travel opportunities, and distribution of small goods. In the face of immediate eviction threats, the community comes together to fight against the authorities—as it did successfully in 2009. But without immediate threats, the leaders are unable to work together for the benefit of the community interest.

While forced evictions have recently gained international attention due to the growth of slums in the developing world, the roots of state-slum community tensions date to colonial times and early periods of African urban development. Indigenous and migrant African communities were kept out of the Accra city planning and largely left unregulated. Africans lived in communities like Nima and New Town that were not regulated formally, and they developed in an unplanned nature. Public services were not provisioned. Colonial authorities used zoning laws and building codes in the attempt to control urban development and strengthen social control over native populations. Urban development that deviated from colonial codes and laws was considered illegal and was not condoned. Colonial urban policy left an important legacy, as Ocheje writes, “The norm of city planning consisted of slum clearance, relocation and redevelopment. For this reason, planners in Africa refuse to accept the notion that unauthorized settlements, no matter how they came about, should be ‘regularized’, as that would be to condone illegality.” Governments use the threat of forced eviction and forceful demolitions to counter the fear that authorities have of poor urban populations. They also do so to counter short-term urban problems like flooding without tackling larger structural problems that contribute to large-scale urban growth.

### State-Society Linkages

Slum communities differ in regards to two major factors: legal recognition and provision of public services. State legal recognition is the formal acknowledgment by government that the community has the right to exist and will be provided public services from the state. Slums that do not have legal recognition are often labeled squatter or informal settlements. The implications are great: residents are labeled as trespassers in the city and frequently labeled criminals. Slums vary in their degree of state legal recognition—some are formally recognized, others are unrecognized, while a third face the threat of eviction. They also vary with regards to public service provision—the distribution by the state and the management by the community. Here is a table of ten slum communities in Accra.
Residents and groups in communities without state legal recognition, like those in Old Fadama and Abuja, find it difficult to demand public services from the state. Therefore, they are more likely to seek public services from non-state actors like NGOs and private goods from political parties. For example, Old Fadama leadership relies on PD to negotiate with the authorities. This empowers those who work closely with this NGO, but builds resentment among those who do not benefit from the organization. Residents know that they cannot demand public services, but because they are a big vote bank, they demand private benefits from the political parties.

It is important to highlight that several actors and institutions benefit from this informal arrangement, contributing to the persistence of the status quo. Community leaders “cash in” on insecurity (i.e. threats of forced eviction) by benefitting from informal land markets, owning private services like showers and toilets, and consolidating power through access to wealth and patronage networks. Second, political parties and politicians mobilize voters in these communities and use residents as foot soldiers and “clients” to win political support. As one politician told me with regards to Old Fadama, “The political parties find muscle there. We also had our own connections with them.” Third, slum rights have become an international human rights concern and NGOs are quick to support this cause. However, the organizations are upwardly accountable to foreign donors, rather than downwardly accountable to slum dwellers themselves. However, most squatters are politically underrepresented and do not have the power to protect their rights. This highlights that the problem facing Old Fadama is political, rather than economic, administrative or cultural.

Indigenous communities, like Ga Mashie and Chorkor, face a very different position toward the Ghanaian state. Members of these communities are overly represented in Accra Metropolitan Assembly. Because of its indigenous status, Ga Mashie has been selected by AMA and UN-HABITAT to benefit from the “Participatory Slum-Upgrading and Prevention” program. While they do not face as many problems with public service provision, they face significant challenges with management. Residents complain that toilets are not neat, gutters are choked, and roads are encroached upon.

Finally, the biggest challenge facing communities like Ashaiman is political interference in Assembly affairs. Residents complain of contracts being awarded to party members, public toilets being managed by party branch leaders, and public service projects being distributed to those with powerful connections to the Chief Executive and other powerful leaders in the governing party.

### Accountability Mechanisms

How do residents in slums hold their leaders to account? Every system of governance needs accountability mechanisms—means and procedures by which citizens can impact governance and sanction leaders appropriately. While most studies of accountability emphasize formal procedures like elections, voting, and transparency, this research has uncovered personal and face-to-face mechanisms that residents use to make sure that those in leadership positions do their jobs. Many of these strategies are historically and culturally rooted. The quality and extent of these mechanisms differs between slums, but there are certain similarities that extend across the Ghanaian context:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slum</th>
<th>Legal Recognition</th>
<th>Public Service Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Fadama</td>
<td>Illegal (Eviction Threat)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Shona</td>
<td>Illegal</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agbobloshie</td>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuja</td>
<td>Illegal (Eviction Threat)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashaiman-Tulako</td>
<td>Legal but Insecure</td>
<td>Medium Provision, Medium Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga Mashie</td>
<td>Legal and Secure (Indigenous)</td>
<td>High Provision, Low Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nima</td>
<td>Legal and Secure (Zongo)</td>
<td>Medium Provision, Medium Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorkor</td>
<td>Legal and Secure (Indigenous)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashaiman-Taboo</td>
<td>Legal but Non-demarcated</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashaiman-Valco Flat</td>
<td>Legal and Secure</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Shaming**: Residents publicly embarrass leaders if they suspect them of wrongdoing. They often do this by taking their case to the radio. They also might organize a group of people and walk directly to the house of the leader.

2. **Sharing**: Leaders are expected to share goods, especially food. When they do not do so, they lose legitimacy in the eyes of the citizenry. This helps explain why leaders are expected to pay for school fees, attend funerals and distribute food.

3. **Claim-Making**: Residents make citizenship demands on the state, patronage demands on their party, and indigenous claims to land ownership. These claims depend on the level of state legal recognition of particular communities. For example, a community like Old Fadama that is not legally recognized cannot make citizenship demands; therefore they make patronage demands on the political parties.

Elections by themselves do not create accountability in Ghana. This is because elections might simply instigate change, but not improvement. Therefore, improving the existing accountability mechanisms in these communities—shaming, sharing, and claim-making—might improve the quality of democracy in Ghana.

### Policy Recommendations

Slum upgrading and development require political solutions. In today’s competitive multi-party environment, leaders make political calculations that privilege short term horizons to win votes over long-term solutions to community problems. These realities must be considered when implementing policy. I suggest three policy prescriptions that will facilitate slum-upgrading and community development:

1. **Strengthening accountability mechanisms**:

   Throughout Accra’s development, change comes from ‘pressure’ from below. Therefore, strengthening accountability mechanisms at the community level is essential. This requires strengthening the shaming, sharing, and claim-making mechanisms that already exist. This can be done in a few ways:

   a. Community leaders should live in the community. Residents find it much easier to confront their leaders when they can go to their house and speak to them. Leaders are able to respond faster and more efficiently. This also helps build trust between a leader and his or her followers. Leaders will also have the incentive to improve services because he or she personally benefits from the improvements.

   b. Participatory governance forums should be implemented in all communities. These forums give residents the opportunity to air their grievances. But they also allow the leaders the chance to educate and explain how local governance works. Information is shared to members of all political leanings, allowing a space for diverse interests to come together to effect community change.

   c. Sharing of goods, foods and jobs by leaders must be more transparent. They need to be clear how they share their resources. This will prevent rumors from spreading and undermine clientelist behavior. This is especially important at the level of the political party.

2. **Legal recognition and land tenure security**:

   The non-recognition of slum communities is perhaps the biggest barrier to socio-economic development of slums. Without security of tenure, communities cannot receive public services and residents live in constant fear of forced eviction, making it difficult for them to invest in their neighborhoods. Lack of land security also creates incentives for opportunistic leaders to exploit informality, leading to the persistence of the status quo. All communities need to be incorporated into city planning or presented with relocation options that satisfy international human rights standards. But before any serious upgrading can take place, underlying land tensions and disputes must be settled. Otherwise these problems will be postponed to a later date, as the situation with the Ashaiman Slum-Upgrading Facility demonstrates. This requires political negotiations between communities, city authorities, politicians and traditional authorities. But this also requires making difficult decisions: there will be winners and losers.
3. **Creative solutions to slum-upgrading:** Slum-clearance has been the major strategy to deal with slums since colonial times. This strategy has failed, as the number of people living in slums rises each year. Therefore, a new strategy is in order. Many residents in Old Fadama and other slums have the financial capital to upgrade their community if they are given the green light by city authorities. A recent fire in Old Fadama demonstrates this point: after hundreds of structures burned down, dozens of new structures were immediately built. These structures were a huge upgrade over the wooden structures that were burned down: residents used cement block, iron sheets, and bright paint. These creative solutions should be part of a broader strategy of strengthening decentralization by building the capacity of district assemblies (and sub-metro units) so that they can better negotiate the challenges facing slum communities.

### Conclusion

Evidence from the grassroots suggests that Ghanaian slum dwellers are politically active and engage with the government in important ways. Slum communities have their own strategies of governance depending on their historical conditions and institutionalized state-society linkages. These realities should not be dismissed. Instead, they should be considered when developing long-term plans for slum upgrading. As the rate of urbanization increases, slums will play an increasingly important role in Ghanaian politics and in the deepening of its democracy.
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